
EAP and Student Motivation 

-A  Comparative Study一

CHECKETTS Randy 

Student Support Center 

Ata 4・yearcollege where I formerly刷出tfor 27 years, approximately 20% of the stude防

白iled白erequired English classぉ 1stye訂 studen包. When those studen包 rep飽 .tedthe classぉ a

make-up class, about 50% of them failed again. I wondered why. Classes were held only once a 

week, however, and I出ought白剖 perhapsan insufficient amount of exposure to the material may 

have either influenced memory, or otherwise affected白estude附’ interestand desire to succeed. 

On the other hand, my own e能 ctivenessぉ at伺 chermay have been relevant to血eirぬilure;but 

surveys where students evaluated my performance showed白紙IW邸 apopul訂， well-likedteacher. 

The above classes wereぬughtfor an entire year, meaning由説bythe end of the ye訂 students

may have lost motivation. “Time”may have been a factor in their lack of progress. 

End-oι出e-ye訂 distractionsmay also have affected desires to work for success. If these 

considerations訂evalid, educators m凶 tmaintain a high level of motivation throughout the entire 

school ye訂．

I’ve now taught at Akita University for 3削 l抑制お are思d訂 teacher. During血istime I 

have observed出剖 thedesire白紙studentshave to study is on a much different level由加 itwぉ at

my former school; failures in由erequired English class剖 AkitaUniversity have been noticeably 

fewer. During my I st year, however, I did see an unusual incr1伺 sein the number of absences 

during the 2nd semester (when compared to absences of the I st semester). I did not consider at由剖

time whether or not the increase could be related to the aptitude level of the students. My studen包

at出atparticular time were at the intermediate and advanced levels in all department categories. I 

wぉ abit unnerved, therefore, to see that a low aptitude wぉ notnecessarily associated with 

negative behavior regarding punctuality and attendance in class. Two more years of teaching 

have reinforced my s町prisedperception白剖 highaptitude levels訂emore neg剖ivelyassociated 

with the simple胞skof clぉsattendance than low aptitude levels. This is not something that I 
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expected to see. Or ..... and this idea dawned on me: Could it be that students simply lose 

motivation during the latter part of the school year? 

Considering a戸i知deand motivation in血isreg釘d,this simple study will show白紙declinesin 

educational performance can be associated categorically wi出thedepartment to which the student 

belongs. Not由at白edepartment should be considered the ca凶 eof the problem. It is probable 

that出equality of student who has motivation problems is the type of student who is attracted to 

certain vocations. This may be ca・凶 efor concern when consider吋 interms of quality (public) 

health and (public) works' services, where these students will be working someday. 

As mentioned above, absences are one釘eaof concern where di貸erencesin student quality 

may be observed. A noticible difference between s知den包 ofdifferent departments led me to 

consider whether-or-not di俄rencesin grade perfonnance (A, B, C, D letter grades) might existぉ

well. Of course, my focus is quite simple: Are there （ぉ wi出 absences)perceptible di任erences

between the quantity釦 dquality of letter grades when semesters町ecompared? My initial 

interest wぉ tolook at increases/decreases among highly motivated or successful （“A勺stude附，

and increases/decreases among poorly perfonning （“D勺S加den胞. My pぽposewぉ todiscover if 

and where (which depar加 ent)these two types of studen包mightbe found. 

Because of theぉsignedna細胞 of the cl鎚 ses血剖Iwぉ askedto teach, it will be seen白紙 in

any given (two-semester) yeκdi宜erentaptitude levels ( al白.oughof the same department) will be 

comp訂 ed. 百1ismay seem to be unfair or inaccurate. However, although the same 1st semester 

groups could not be followed for an entire ye民出e2°d seme坑.erclasses to which由eywill be 

comp釘 edwill be ( except for one case) a comparatively higher・levelclass. I willぉser色合om白e

da飽 in血isstudy，白紙白ela抗：er(higher aptitude, 2nd semester) classes have a greater likelihood for 

lower quality performance. 

At the time of my first exposure to the s加ationof there being noticeable dif島renceswhen 

comparing semesters, I did not旬ke白ema悦釘seriousenough to出ink白紙myrecords would be of 

value. Much less did I imagine白紙 myobservations would become the subject for a study such 

as出eone I am now compiling, where complete statistics/records would be best for a s甘ong

conclusion. Consequently, I did not keep all of my records （剖 leastregarding absences). 

Re伊rdinggrades, however, 100% of that inあnnationhas been preserved. 

Definition of Terms in this Comparison Study 

Increase will be notedおく． η首swill sometimes be陀adぉ%く（percentincrease). 

Decrease will be notedお〉． η1iswill sometimes be readぉ %> (percent decrease). 
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nr will be used to notate no records, where I have had no records to show a to泊l.

Sem. will sometimes be used to mean semester. 

N. is sometimes used to refer to Nurses. 

Facts regarding this comparison study 

1. All classes monitored for this study訂＇e1st ye訂 EAPclasses. 

2. The textbook is/was the same for all students ( decided by the Ed. Deptふ

3. The teacher in this study was the same for all students. Me!! 

4. There were no variations in teaching style between classes. Classes Al・A11 and classes 

Cl・C15（企'Omwhich classes wereぉsignedto me) received the exact same lessons 

(including homework, interviews, and jokes). 

5. Although Education and Nursing studen也 weretaught together, statistics reg釘dingeach 

will be considered sep釘ately. Engineering-student statistics included,血isstudy will 

compare three groups. 

The 12 classes白atwere旬ughtduring the 3・yearconsecutive period of time釘egiven in the 

chart below. Cl鎚 ses,designated邸“A”釦d

and Engineering, respectively. Low numbers (e.g. Al) signi令a“basic”level(aptitude); high 

numbers ( e.g. C 15) signify an“advanced”level (aptitudめ. The “intermediate”levels fall in 

between. Aptitude levels were determined by a Placement Test given at the beginning of the 

school year. First-semester classes in the chart below are given創出eupper figure for each school 

ye民 andsecond-semester classes訂ethe lower figure. 

Class Name/Year (1st and 2°d Sem.) During 3 Years 

2011 2012 2013 

Education A8 Al Al 

and Nursing 加1d 加 d and 

AIO AIO All 

C9 Cll C14 

Engineering and and and 

Cll Cl5 C8 

Please note that while an assortment of aptitude levels (basic through advanced} is 
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represented for血eEducation and Nursing classes, only intermediate and advanced levels釘e

represented for由eEngineering classes (because these classes wereぉsignedfor me to teach). 

This will be important to remember when we later find glaring weaknesses in由eupper apti旬de

levels of Engineering studen包．

Absence Record Averag，鎚（l1t Sem. / 211d Sem.) 

As stated, my records have not b鎚：ncomplete for飢 exactconsideration of all absences. 

However, given the da組曲atis available, certain fac・包 maybe known. Please no旬：百1erewere no 

Nurses in白e1st Sem. of the 2012・13school ye訂. Neither could records be found for either the 

2nd Sem. of 2011-2012 for由eEngineぽingdepar加1ent,or for any department during the entire I st 

Sem. of曲e2013・2014school ye訂．百1islack of data is unfortunate, butぉ willbe seen, not 

serious enou俳句preventcertain obvious conclusions. 

As mentioned earlier, a brief s凶 .ementre伊rdingNursing students is warranted. I have 

tauゆtNursing studen包 offcampus （町elatedto my experience at Aki飽 University)for more白m

fifteen ye釘s. During白紙 time I noticed social and individual personality types白紙 alloweda 

di貸erentsort of social interaction出anwhat I saw at Aki飽 U凶versitywhere these vocation-type 

students were mixed with students合・omthe Education Department Friendship or interest-related 

groupings seem to create a social climate where Nursmg studen包 mayhave felt out-of-place. In 

the combined classes at Akita University I w加essedmore isolated or limited social interaction in 

the mixed classes. I therefore separated the data for Nursing students合omthe data of Education 

students in白isstudy, in order to allow for any di能 rencethere might be. This, even白oughall

students in the mixed group were considered to be at出eS卸neaptitude level. 百1efollowing 

decimal figures represent average absences for all student groups during the respective I st and 2nd 

semesters. 

Absence Record Averages (l1t Sem. / 2°d Sem.) 

2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Educa錨on 3.1> 2.64 1.6 < 2.46 町／3.15 

Nursing 2.1 <4.56 noN./2.39 町／2.59

Engineering 1.4 / nr 1.6 < 2.17 町 I3.49 

Given the above data, the following釘e由eto旬laverage absences for曲e由reegroups. Note 
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that increases occu町・edin all three groups. 

Total Average Absences 

t•t Semester (xS) 

2nd Semester (x8) 

Nursing 

2.1 

3.18 

Engineering 

1.5 

2.83 

Comparing only the two semesters, average absences for the three school years are given as 

Total Averages below. 

Overall averages: 1st Semester 1.98 

2nd Semester 2.92 

This is an inc1官邸ein absences of 4 7%台om1st to 2nd semesters when all groups釘e

considered toge・白er. When mdiv1dual groups ( dep釘凶ents）訂ecompared, the following percent 

increases釘erealized. 

Breakdown of Absence % Increase (by department) 

Education: a 17% increase 

Nursing: a 51% increase 

Engineering: an 88% increase 

See出atall departments experienced an increase in absences during the 2nd semester. I told 

the students at the beginning of each semester白紙 thiswould probably happen, and repeated the 

warning several times during the semester. 

Despite incomplete data, therefore, a general impression can be obtained regarding where 

there is the greatest degree of absence-increase during the 2nd semester. While noting白紙 the

Engineering Department has the highest increase, it should also be noticed白紙thisdepartment has 

the gre剖est創nountof qualifying data for a balanced picture (2 da旬 entriesfor each semester). 

While the Education Department has 2 da飽 entriesfor the I st semester and 3 entries for白esecond, 

the Nursing group had only I entry for白e1st semester and 3 for出e2°d semester. 

Before continuing wi白 alook at grades, there is another m鮒 erof importance that should be 

mentioned in relation to the problems of both increasing absences and (yet to be seen) declining 
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g沼化s/performance. During血emiddle of each semester, immediately following白eMid-term 

examination, I offer to interview each student in由eEAP English classes to show them my records 

of白eirperformance during the first half of由esemester. I actually prepare a complete analysis 

and computation of all my da旬 on伺 chstudent for出efirst 15 classes, and determine the student’s 

grade at白紙 pointin time. I o能 rto show this (individualized/personal) information to any 

student who migt】tbe inte問 sted I explain曲atmy p町posein such record keeping is to S閃 how

much the student will try to improve白eirperformance during the last 15 classes ( during the 2nd half 

of the semester), which concludes wi由theFinal examination. I do not s甘ess,however，白紙 my

real p町poseis to simply acknowledge which students町ereally intβrested in their own progress. 

My focus is attitude. 

From my records the following statistics show the percentage of students who came for 

individual consultation. 百1efigures釘eaverages仕om3 school ye訂 Sthat include the 2011-2014 

time period. The first percen也geis for出e1st semester, and the second percen旬geis for出e2nd 

semester. Note由atall three groups showed a decrease in interest in出e2nd semester. See 

especially which department had the greatest decrease in interest 

Education: 77.5% and 66.7% for a 13.9% decr，伺se

Nursing: 75% and 65.3% for a 12.9% decrease 

Engineering: 87.5% and 48% for a 45% decrease 

The averages for bo由 Educationand Nursing釘esomewhat similar for the I st semeste巳

reflecting a positive interest level for 3・out-oι4studen包. A nearly equal decline in interest is 

found for bo血 groupsin出e2nd semes旬r. A comparatively high, perhaps anxiety・世iveninterest 

is found ( almost pie創 ngly)among恥 Engineerings加den包 in出eI st semester. This percentage 

plummets in血e2nd semester to nearly half the interest level. Recall that血eEducation/Nursing 

clぉseswere a mixed bag of Basic-to・Advancedstudents; the actual average aptitude value for白is

(tO'凶） group is 6.5. 百1eaverage aptitude value for the Engineering studen包 W鎚 11.3.

Comparatively, this is not impressive. It should be a matter of concern to consider what happens 

to白einte問stand motivation of Engineering蜘 den也 whohave the highest English language 

aptitude. 

Let凶 nowlook at a comp訂isonofgr温desbetween the students of each depar加 ent.
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Interpretation of Grades 

There W鎚 acomplete record of all students' grades for出eperiod of time of this study. 

Please refer to the comparison chart below for the following discussion. Although白epercentages 

of all 1st and 2°d semester letter grades are compared （鎚 increasing,decreasing, or remaining the 

S創ne）ー mypersonal focus and discussion will be on白e“D”gradesand “A”grades only. 

Low-letter “D”grades will first be discussed. 
When reading the chart, pieぉesee the血reeschool years on由eleft, with department n創nes

below them. Letter grades are given in bold print. Below each of the letter grades釘etwo 

figures: on the le食isthe percen旬gefor the I st semes旬r;on白eright,白epercen旬gefor由e2nd 

semester. Below both figures for血e“A”grades（φ） is the c9mputed percent of increase or 

decrease that occurred when semesters釘ecomp釘・ed.

1st and 2°d Semester Grade Comparison 

2011 “A”“B” 
Education 

Nursing 

Engineering 

2012 

Education 

Nursing 

Engineering 

2013 

Education 

Nursing 

Engineering 

22%<29% 22%く64%

・A31.8% increase in A grades. 

56% > 13% 22%く25%

φA 76.8% decrease in A grades. 

28%>3% 34%く 47%

φAn 89.3% decrease in A grades. 

20%く 46% 47%>23% 

φA 130% increase in A grades. 

(no N.)/11% (no N.)/67% 

22%く 31% 36%く 55%

φA 40. 9% increase in A gョdes.

11%く 23% 54%>46% 

• A 100.9% increase in A grades. 

25%>23% 75%>59% 

φAn 8.6% decrease in A grades. 

43%>5% 47%>26% 

φAn 88.4% decrease in A grades. 
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“C” 
48%>7% 

22%<56% 

34%=34% 

30%く 31%

(noN.)/22% 

42%> 14% 

35%>31% 

一一－／18%

10%く 63%

“D” 
8%＞一一ー

一一＜6%

3% < 16% 

3%＞ーーー

(no N.）／一一

一一＜6%
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"D”Grade lnteroretation 
It is simple to understand白剖 anincrease of“D”grades is not a good血ing,while a deα・ease 

is a good由ing. In出e白ree・yearperiod being discussed, there were only 2伺 seswhere“D”s 

decreased: AS and AlO went企・om8% to 0% in 2011, and Al and AlO went from 3% to 0% in 

2012. Note白atbo白 ofthese decreases訂ein Education (Department) classes. 

During白esame period，出erewere 3 cases where“D”s increased: Al and AlO (Nurses 

only) went fぬm0%も.o6% in 2011; C9 and Cll (Engineering) went from 3% to 16% in 2011; and 

C14 and CS (Engineering) went合om0% to 6% in 2013. 

Three facts may be understood企omthis meager d御：

1. There we陀 noincreases創nongEducation students. 

2. All increases among Engineering studen包 occurredat intermediate and aか・anced

aptitude levels. 

3. There were no i即 時 おes創nonganyοf出ebasic aptitude students. 

“A”Grade Interoretation 
For emphasis, the chart伽飽 willbe reprinted for a closer look and explanatio札 For “A” 

grade incr，伺ses,4 cases釘efound: 

2011 A8/A10 a 31.8% incr，伺se

2012 Al/AIO a 130% increase 

2013 Al/Al I a 109.9% increase 

2012 Cll/Cl5 a 40.9% increase 

百1eyears are not given in consecutive order so白紙 theEngineering students (C) can be 

separated for a clearer comparison. It is also very important to explain白紙 al出ough白e

Education/Nursing departmen臼 m (in白ct)cited/labeledぉ（A），出erewe陀 noNurses found in 

any of these “A”grade improvement categories. All improvements were among Education 

studen包．

Re伊rdingdecreases in“A”grades, again, 4 cぉesare found: 

2011 A8/AI0 a 76.8% decrease 

2013 Al/Al I an 8.6% decrease 

2011 C9/Cl 1 an 89.3% decrease 

2013 C14/C8 an 88.4% decrease 
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Unlike the above (increase) groups, where (A) depar加1entstudents were all Education 

students, both of the decreases that occurred were among exclusively Nursing students. However, 

the highest decreases occun吋 amongintermediate and advanced ( aptitud吋Engineeringstude附．

“A”Grade Quality Comparison 
We will next consider the quality of “A”grades. The p町 posefor this discussion is to show 

not how improvement did or did not occ町 betweensemesters; rather, we will now consider when 

(which semester) and where (which department) the highest and lowest “A”grades occurred. 

This collection of data will confirm that students are much more motivated during the 1st semester 

than they釘eduring the 2°d semester. But it will furthermore show (sぽ prisingly）由atwhere the 

hi俳句tgrades釘efound is where the least amount of long-term motivation is maintained 

(throughout the school year). 

For purposes of convenience, high and low considerations for“A”grades have been separated 
at出e25% mark, inasmuch as there訂e23%, 22%, and 20% found below this percentage, and there 

訂e28%, and 29% above it. This seemingly na:加raldivision also conveniently allows two groups, 

each having 7 percentage-yielding elements, although some percentages町esh訂 ed(23%, 22%, and 

11 % ). If interested, please refer to血e1st and 2nd Semester Grade Comparison ch釘tfor the 

ye訂sof the listed classes ( departmen臼）．

Order of Highest %“A”onlI Order of Low偲 t%“A”onlI
56% A8 Nursing 1st Sem. 23%(2) All Ed/Nursing 2°d Sem. 

46% AlO Education 2°d Sem. 22% (2) A8/C 11 Ed/Engineering 1st Sem. 

43% C14 Engineering 1st Sem. 20% Al Education 1st Sem. 

31% CI5 Engineering 2°d Sem. 13% AIO Nursing 2°d Sem. 

29% AIO Education 2°d Sem. 11 % (2) AIO/Al Nursing/Ed 2°d Sem. 

28% C9 Engineering 1st Sem. 5% C8 Engineering 2nd Sem. 

25% Al Nursing 151 Sem. 3% Cll Engineering 2nd Sem. 

For the 1st semester in the highest group, we have two departments represented. They are 

Nursing, with 56% and 25%, and Engineering, with 43% and 28%. For the 2°d semester in the 

highest group, ag剖ntwo departmentsぽerepresented. They are Education, wi曲 46%and 29%, 

and Engineering, with 31%. Note由剖 themost-represented group in the total consideration is 
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Engineering. 別語sis a commendable achievement Note also白紙4of血.esehighest percentag倍

。ccurredh白e151 semester （白山making出e151 sem郎防御b岱trepresented). 

For the lowest percen組gesin由e“A”group,Education is the most represented ( 4 mentions). 

Nursing and Engineering are both mentioned 3 times. However, please n脱出atEngineering 

occupies the lowest two places ( 5%釦 d3%) in this grouping. When considering when these 

grades were achieved, it will be noticed白紙only4 of the en凶es(22% x 2, 20%, and 11 %) were 

achieved in由e151 semester, while 6 entries （釦 incre蹴） occ町 ・edin仰がsemester(23% x 2, 

13%, 11%, 5%, and 3%). Of particular notice is the fact白紙白elowest percen飽.gesocc町 redat 

the end of the school year (i.e. 2nd semester). 

Further Consideration and Comparison 

In terms of how each depar卸tent-groupplaced (percentage-wise) in relation to each other, 

considering恥 above25% separation (h砂ー／ow)value鎚 sem偲 tersare comp釘・ed,we have the 

followingゆelow)breakdown. Place-values are simply determined by numbering恥 sequence

1-8 (1”semester）釦dl・9(2nd sem倒的． Recall白紙oneNursing class wぉ notreprese同edduring 

白e1st semes旬rof the 2012・13school ye釘 (hence,only 8 elemen包）．

Highest“A's＇’江.，owest“A’s”Comparison
1st Semester 2nd Semester 

1. 56% Nursing 1. 46% Education 

2. 43% Engineering 2. 31% Engin関 ring

3. 28% Engineering 3. 29% Education 

4. 25% Nursing 

4. 23% Education 

5. 22% Education 5. 23% Nursing 

6. 22% Engineering 6. 13% Nursing 

7. 20% Education 7. 11% Nursing 

8. 11 % Education 8. 5% Engineering 

9. 3% Engineering 

In the 1st semester, the Education group W鎚 represented37.5% of the time. This group 

occupied places 5, 7, and 8 (all in the lower echelon of血eupper group). In the 2nd semester, 

Education occupies roughly a 33% representation (a decreぉe), but quality hぉ gre祇lyimproved to 
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places 1, 3, and 4. Having the S剖nebasic representation valueぉ in1st semester, they have moved 

upward to a 66% representation in the upper echelon. This shows gre剖 improvementin the 2nd 

semester (when compared to the 1st semester). 

In Nursing, the 1st semester yields a 25% rep問sentationoverall, yet a 50% showing in the 

upper field of the best grades; they place 1st and 4th. Their showing for白e2nd semester is 33%, an 

increase; however, placing ヂ，6th,and 7白， onecan see where quality hぉ substantiallydecreased by 

the end of the school ye釘．

Lastly, we look at the Engineering group. Having the S創neexposureぉ theEducation group 

（剖37.5%)in出eI st semeste巳theyplaced 2nd and 3n1 in the upper tier, and 6白placein the lower tier. 

Looking solely at出is,it is an excellent represen旬tion. Maintaining the same 33% exposureぉ

the other two groups during 2nd semester, however，出eyproduced a disheartening res叫Lsinking to 

the bottom in places 8 and 9, at 5% and 3%. 百1is,while maintaining 2nd place （剖31%)near the 

top of the tier. 

The following is a breakdown of the above-explained statistics. 

8 Grouos 

Education J_ (37.5%）弾s5,7,8 

Nursing 2 (25%)(top 4!!) #s 1,4 

Engineering 1 (37.5%）がs2ふ6

Conclusion 

9 Grouos 

Education 1 (33%) #s 1ム4

Nursing 1 (33%) #s 5,6,7 

Engineering 1 (33%) #s 2,8,9 

It is hoped th剖 thisdetailed discussion and accompanying statistics will show白紙

high-aptitude Engineering students noticeably lose motivation over the duration of the school ye訂．

Education students, conversely improve, while showing an紺 itudeof perseverance and end町釦ce.

Nursing students lose motivation, b凶 notto the degree出剖Engineeringstudents do; for出efuture, 

these students have now been segregated合omtheir Education department peers. They may now 

be observed independently. 
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